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“Then shalt thou say to the children of Israel ‘I am hath sent me to you.”
“We are done with heaven that we may attend zealously to the needs of earth; we have denied God
that we may in singlemindedness serve man” – that was the claim of the secular movement. The
claim was natural perhaps, for when it was formulated social Christianity was scarcely whispered in
the churches and the pulpits still directed the sorrowful eyes of the pews to heaven for consolation.
Christianity was then a gospel of submission, just strong enough to give some faint clues to the
unfortunate and struggling that that their “trials and their sorrows here, will only make them
happier there, when they arrive at home.”; but not strong enough to carry a regenerating fear into
the minds of those to whom a law of compensation applied with rigid justice would be a doom
unspeakable in its direness. Further, it was even positively preached in the world of the Church
Catechism that a submissive contentment with one’s fate was part of Christian duty. This
antagonism to the very spirit of reform, coupled with the secular opinions and actions of the official
trustees of the Christian faith, made many of those with the keenest human sympathies and the
most bursting human love enlist themselves under the banner of secularism because secularism
meant reform. The history of the world therefore bears the record, so humiliating to Christians, that
the great reform movements of last and of this century, both here and on the continent, were
conducted to the tune of ‘Down with Christianity’, and that in America some of the first and most
ardent friends of abolition were under the ban of the recognised Christian communities. The modern
history of reform and of assaults on Christianity, except in some minor phases, are so closely
interlinked that they are best told together. It is not within the scope of my purpose this morning to
busy myself with reasons further than I have suggested. The facts are patent to everyone who knows
history.
But when we pass from the past to the present, from the time when human sentiment rose up
hastily and wrathfully in protest against human evil; that when human sentiment having lost some of
its haste and wrath and having abolished some of the evils is patiently endeavouring to find a reason
for its existence and a source of perennial inspiration so that it may not be parched with drought nor
withered with frost – when we pass from the one time to the other, it seems as though the great
secular movement had receded like a spent wave. One after another of its newspapers drop off, one
after another of its halls close their doors, one after another of its advocates pass away and their
places are left empty and their work is left. And yet the humane movement goes on. Nay, even it
hastens. It gathers all man’s relationships unto itself. From the poor frenzied creature to the
abandoned criminal; from the sickly babe to the impotent aged, from the poorest to the wealthiest,
the tide of human sympathy and care is now flowing. And away beyond humanity to the uttermost
confines of sentient life that care has gathered every creature under its shadow.
How can that be? Evidently, whatever may have been the circumstances under which the modern
humanist movement arose, that movement is not inspired by principles essentially opposite to
Christianity. Nay, in a sentence I should say the opposite. The love of man leads us to the love of
God, and the desire to alleviate human suffering ultimately throws us back upon God’s strength.
The forces making for evil are so strong that one of the first necessities of effective social effort is
solidarity. Now, no emotion has such binding force upon man as a common ideal and the
consciousness of a common Father. The history of the Jews in Egypt and of their delivery from
bondage is contained in pages the intense significance of which to all ages is scarcely yet fully

appreciated. When they went into Egypt, they had a strong simple faith in the God of Abraham, of
Isaac, of Jacob. Would they lose that religion in the Nile Valley? Against them were the forces of and
advanced civilization, in their favour was a religious zeal remarkably simple in its expression and
remarkably practical in its concepts. The result was that instead of losing their religion, they clung
more closely to it. In their day of trial they cried to their God for deliverance. That the oppressor was
a tyrant is a common matter of history. But there is evidence to show that the Israelite revolt was
‘kindled and fanned to a flame by a high thought and a new born spiritual truth’’ Israel’s desire to
serve Jehovah made the Egyptian yoke heavy. One of those times of growth which come to every
people at times who have a living belief in God was coming upon Israel. A successor to Abraham,
Isaac, Jacob was coming, just as the prophets came later and just as Jesus succeeded the prophets.
When Moses, the successor came, he too was filled with the spirit of God. The “I am that I am” gave
him his commission and filled with a sense of his high calling Moses naturally developed a grandeur
of character, a strength of purpose and a stability in faith which not only marked his leadership
accidentally but which were the very conditions of a successful leadership. What a belief in God,
pure for the time, did for Israel as a nation and Moses as the leader of that nation, the same, if it is
equally pure for our own time will do for us now in the bondage of our own Egypts.
There are many ideal substitutes for God and his law but I can only devote a word and a thought or
two to the one most accepted at the present time. I mean duty. Now the religion of duty is not
without its heroism and grandeur. It is indeed the citadel of these ideal substitutes for God. It is
supported by a science which tells us how man’s social instincts grow as they are exercised in
community life, and by a philosophy based upon that science which shows that man’s individuality is
not summed up in his self-regarding qualities, but that it is woefully incomplete unless he takes
cognizance of the well-being of others. It is variously interpreted by various non- Christian bodies
from the Positivist to the ordinary Atheist, but it is the root idea of all their codes of moral activity.
We are hardly in a position to discuss whether man’s love for his fellows if regarded apart from the
love of God would continue, simply because those who most ardently champion it have been
generally brought up in a Christian atmosphere, they live in a century the thought of which has been
toned by Christian thought, they appeal to a people who have been accustomed to take Christian
ethics for granted. The appeal to a sense of justice and trust to an ultimate triumph of right, which
seems as a matter of fact to link them closer to pure Christianity, and to make them lean more
heavily on the existence of God than if they attended church, joined in the responses and felt edified
by the sermon. No movement can be judged without an estimate of what it inherits from the past.
The inheritance of materialistic ethics in Christian ethics, and it matters not whether Christians have
been true or false to their creed, their creed was in existence. In some hearts it is phrases was
producing thought; and indeed one of the favourite lines of materialistic attack is a demonstration of
how far short Christian example has come of Christian precept. In so far as they do that they honour
Christian precept by paying obligations to it, but weaken their case in favour of duty by paying
homage to a higher spring of action.
But let us take the scientific aspect of duty. If the sense of duty has a natural history like man’s
physical frame, if it sprung from a brute selfishness which was subject to social enlightenment under
which it ultimately changed its aspect, what is the scientific horoscope of this duty. A few thousand
years of turning, a few thousand years of ever changing seasons and this world will give out like our
moon, its internal fires quenched, its generosity under man’s labour exhausted, and man himself an
outcast amongst the spheres. In the interval between now and this final tragedy, there will be many
heroic contests in which altruism, the love of humanity will be aggressor. And they will be heroic just
by the measure of the opposition offered to them by selfishness. The apostles will again be csat out,

the prophets stoned, the Christs crucified. Can humanity keep its head for that end and through
these experiences?
I doubt it. For where is the divine fervour in human duty regarded as an end in itself? Well may
Voltaire, when he faced these considerations, have confessed that if the existence of God could not
be proved, he would have to be made, and quite enjoin the worship of an ideal and mystical
equivalent. For the doing of social duty needs some omnipotent incentive occupying a firmer footing
than sentiment in the mind. On the one hand he who cuts himself off from the sympathy and in
many cases fellowship of his friends because he has some strong opinions regarding his obligations
to mankind and to his own moral nature has to go through an ordeal which comparatively few are
strong enough or devoted enough to face. Such a step may mean the complete ruin, from the point
of view of the world at any rate, of his life, the surrender of some of the most cherished laurels of
life’s contest. We know but few who will do this; we know many who acquiesce with the world –
unwillingly at first but ultimately become bulwarks for the world and its ways. If the scientific fate of
the race is such as scientists are agreed it must be – the horoscope I have just cast – what have we to
say to these men who so neglect the better part? I can think of nothing. Again, on the other hand,
can our sense of duty preserve its active force against opposition? If I have the self-assurance to
think that one of my own judgements contain the mandates of absolute wisdom, good and well. But
that self-sufficiency which is the basis of despotism is found in but few natures. So long as duty is
simply an opinion – and science can never give it any higher sanction – its validity cannot survive
defeat. Taken in any way, I conclude that the sense of duty, as a by-product of civilized life, does not
explain the phenomena of saints and martyrs, does not give us to understand why the man of the
spirit desires only those wages of which Tennyson sings:
Glory or virtue, to fight, to struggle, to right the wrong—
Nay, but she aimed not at glory, no love of story she;
Give her the glory of going on and still to be.
We are kept faithful by a trust in God and a conviction that God is love. Duty then becomes the law
of God in our hearts and its exercise is accomplished in the faith that though he stay me yet will I
trust in him. Unfortunately, just where it should be most helpful, the common interpretation of God
breaks down. If we are to keep to a belief in this world as the creation of a wise and benevolent
intelligence as principles of conduct for men in this world are better than any other principles.
Instead of that we compound our peace with a worldly world and the say, like dishonest politicians
who have a disgraceful compromise to hide, “God is good and almighty, therefore, because injustice
is foreign to goodness and almightiness those who suffer from injustice here should be convinced
that in another world the law of compensation will give them much reward.” That may be so, but it
does not touch the question of Christian reform at all. An intellectual and moral defence of living
which admits of the failure of the moral law in this life is not redeemed from immorality by dragging
into court another and better life. Compensation is not a matter of balancing. It does not meet the
moral requirements of compensation to say that heaven will make up for the inadequacies of earth.
The only real compensation we know is when evil never comes without bearing its recompense in its
hand. Every comfort and gain brings its opportunity. That we all see well enough. What we do not
see is that every disadvantage and loss brings its opportunity too. A firm conviction of the divine
universal law, by bringing us outside ourselves and allying our lives to God, alone can give us that
clearness of vision.
A life in God alone makes us good human reformers and enables us to sacrifice when necessary and
enjoy when necessary. From him we derive two convictions which act upon our barques, the one as
a rudder and the other as the wind. Without them social effort becomes wild. The first is a

knowledge that history has not been a tale of Eastern fancy, that the present is fraught with
blessings if properly apprehended. The second is divine discontent, the striving to attain the new
heaven and the new earth wherein dwelleth righteousness, the search on the part of man for
circumstances in which he will be at spiritual rest. If God had not whispered to us “Seek ye the light”,
we would have no strife with our darkness there would be no evil in the world. The guide which is to
conduct us in our own wilderness journey, which is to save ourselves from death and the society to
which we belong from destruction if the whisper of that divine mind which we her when we rise
beyond feeling and sight and enter into communion with that which is “Perfect in power, in love, in
purity.”
I have really but come to the fringe of my subject – the necessity of a belief in a God who is love, if
we are to do our duty to mankind- but time is imperious. I have to leave you prepared for the
journey rather than at the end of it. Perhaps it is endless. God has so many sides to present to man.
Patiently or laboriously man discovers them; but whenever the truly inspired man makes a new
discovery of the divine nature, he first seeks the fields and the vineyards and his words make the
workers hasten in their tasks. That will always be so. The faithful will return to the faith. When we
rise above ourselves as finite creatures born to die and dwell in a realm of spirit, of mind, of eternal
reality, we are no more self-deceivers, we are parched men instinctively seeking the waterbrooks.
The world will pass, but the spirit of God will never pass. Worshipped in a hundred different ways –
even by its avowed foes – it is the ultimate bond which links men in the consciousness of a common
fate and the ultimate rock upon which the moral nature finds a basis.
O human soul! As long as thou canst so
Set up a mark of everlasting light,
Above the howling sense ebb and flow,
To cheer thee and to right thee if thou roam –
Not with lost toil thou laboured through the night!
Thou makest the heaven thou hop’st indeed thy home.

